LET GO AND LET GOD
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A primary and critical step in beginning recovery from
sex and love addiction is identifying our bottom line
behaviors – those activities from which we must refrain
in order to attain physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual wholeness. For guidance, return to our sponsor,
our higher power, and other members of SLAA.
A change in her behavior – stopping the addictive pattern – one day at a time, marks the beginning of abstinence from compulsive and destructive acting out. The
physical, mental, emotional, and often spiritual upheaval which generally accomplishes the release of our addictive pattern is called withdrawal. Whether our craving is for sex, romance, or relationships, whether this
craving is constant or periodic, not satisfying such a
craving often comes as a shock to our system.
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Have a question you feel weird asking in a meeting?

I ’ve been married for over 30 years
and have been sober for over 12. I find
that healthy sex is a direct result of
healthy connection with my Higher
Power. If I feel loved and understood
by Higher Power, then I can share that
love with my partner. If I don’t trust
Higher Power, I can’t trust my partner.
If I feel distant from my Higher Power,
then I can’t feel intimacy with my partner. So if I want sex, I have to have a
healthy prayer life. So, in conjunction
with other partners in recovery, I developed a list of 12 prayers, one for each
of the Steps. I find it helpful to say them
as I do my Step work and as I live the
challenging moments in my life. My
friends and sponsees like them too.
STEP ONE First, I surrendered. Just
for today, acting out is not the way because I know sobriety will set me free.
STEP TWO Second, I believed. Can I
act as if You are here for me? Open
me to the possibility of Your reality.
Touch me with Your truth tenderly.
STEP THREE Third, I trusted. Show
me Your will. Give me direction. And
make it obvious.
STEP FOUR Fourth, I saw. Center me
in You as I cease straining to control
my life. Free me from fear as I trust

You abundantly. Fill me with faith as I
feel You changing me radically.
STEP FIVE Fifth, I told. Help me affirm
myself as I heal. I love and accept myself exactly the way I am today. My
Higher Power loves me unconditionally.
(Insert your own affirmations.)
STEP SIX Sixth, I opened. Open me up
and show me what You see, inside and
out. Heal the holes in me and I will live
wholly in Your peace.
STEP SEVEN Seventh, I asked. Higher
Power, tell me the story of _____
(insert name), who grew up in a world
where my needs were not met. I developed coping skills, some of which are
hurtful to me. Show me how my actions
are simply part of my story. Release
me from fear, anger, pride and resentment as you give me understanding
and forgiveness.
STEP EIGHT Eighth, I cared. Higher
Power, ____ (insert name), my precious____ (partner, parent, self, etc.)
belongs to You. I release ___ and turn
them over to You in the hope they will
be governed by Your will. Give me only
Your love and help, and I am whole
enough and ask for nothing more.
STEP NINE Ninth, I repaired. Give me
strength in every circumstance. Give

me patience with every person. Give
me joy that no circumstance or person
can take away.
STEP TEN Tenth, I checked. 5 Suggestions for daily examination: · What
blessings and gifts have I received today? · What have I done to support my
recovery or spiritual growth today? ·
What have I done to support another’s
recovery or spiritual growth today? ·
What have I done to hinder anyone’s
recovery or spiritual growth today? ·
What can I do to support anyone’s recovery or spiritual growth tomorrow?
STEP 11 Eleventh, I prayed. Higher
Power, thank You for S.L.A.A., for it
proves daily that I am not alone. Thank
You for my friends, both in and out of
the Program, for they can guide and
sustain me in recovery. (Insert your
own gratitude list here.) But most of all,
thanks for being in my life because You
can keep me safe and sober.
STEP 12 Twelfth, I lived. Just for today,
I believe I am loved, whether or not I’m
sober. With gratitude, I will share this
love in service and in joy. — Maki
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